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Executive summary
Over three years, 2018 to 2021, Zero Waste Washington worked with the Trash Free Waters Program of the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), numerous local nonprofit, and community groups to assess
litter at a range of cleanup sites in Washington State. The collected litter was assessed using a new protocol
developed in collaboration with EPA called the Escaped Trash Assessment Protocol (ETAP).
At 32 cleanup events at 28 unique sites, Zero Waste Washington staff assisted groups with their cleanup events,
trained volunteers in the protocol and supported data input into a shared dataset. The intent of the three-year
effort was to refine the protocol and to establish baseline data at a variety of different sites. As more data are
collected over the next few years, this dataset can be used to inform actions such as messaging and signage
protocols and new policies to reduce litter sources such as bans on single-use plastic products. Changes in the
amounts and types of litter can be quantified to help determine effectiveness of voluntary and regulatory
actions. Finally, these data can be used to establish impairments to waterbodies (i.e., which rivers, creeks, and
beaches are polluted due to litter) as listed in Washington State’s 303(d) listing under the federal Clean Water
Act.
Key findings from the three years of data collection include:
For 30 sites in a range of urban (15 sites) and beach (15 sites) settings, plastic-dominated items represent
7 of the top 10 categories, although more in beach sites than in urban sites. This demonstrates the
durability of the plastic items in the more marine setting.
Organic Matter/Items is found in the top ten for beaches but not urban sites. This category includes
charred wood (i.e., used for beach fires) and manure and pet waste/manure.
Items made of plastic dominate overall, making up 51% percent of all litter found. Mixed materials takes
second position representing 29% of all items collected (many of these items are made mostly of plastic).
Glass is ranked the third at 8%, followed by glass, metal, and organic each at 4%.
In terms of whether litter is mostly packaging or mostly products, Unknown or Mixed materials
predominates overall. After that, In Urban Sites packaging proportionately is the second highest type
(31%). In contrast, at Beach Sites, products are proportionately the second highest type (21%).
In terms of the source of the litter, Unknown sources dominate the dataset because much of the litter is
unidentifiable or comes from mixed sources. Food and Beverage is the second highest source of the litter.
There is a higher density of littered cigarette butts and cannabis and associated packaging (including
lighters) in urban sites (5.9/1000 sq. ft.) than on shoreline sites (1.75/1000 sq. ft.)).
Looking at density of all litter for all sites, the beach sites tend to have the lowest density, as expected.
The urban sites had higher litter density with an average of about 34.5 items per 1,000 square feet. This
was about double the density of the litter in the beach/marine shoreline sites with an average of only
18.9 items per 1,000 square feet. The site with the highest density is a strip park that is along a highway
with a density of 1,421 pieces per 1000 square feet (South Park, Seattle).
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Litter captured at a September 9, 2019, event. Credit: CoastSavers

Introduction
Clean water is vital to public health, the economy, recreation, and wildlife. Waterways contaminated by trash
are one of the most highly visible expressions of human impacts on the environment. Not only has trash or litter
become a persistent problem in the nation, it has also become one of the most pervasive forms of pollution facing
the world’s aquatic habitats (EPA, 2021).
The purpose of this report is to describe the use of a universal protocol for identifying, quantifying, and
recording litter on land and in waterways in Washington State from 2018 to 2021. Data from cleanup events
are being collected into a data pool to help fill in existing data gaps.

Protocol background
Because of the growing concern about escaped trash, EPA created a Trash Free Waters Program which has
worked for a number of years to reduce the amount of trash entering our waterways. The trash that escapes the
collection system can end up in waterways via transport mechanisms such as wind, stormdrains, and improper
disposal. It is important to target areas with high concentrations of trash, identify sources and implement effective
prevention strategies in order to reduce the input of trash into our inland waters and the ocean that in turn can
become marine debris.
In their protocol for a new trash assessment, the Escaped Trash Assessment Protocol (ETAP), the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) defines escaped trash as “all types of mismanaged man-made materials that have been
directly or indirectly, intentionally or unintentionally, disposed of or abandoned into the environment – this
includes litter and floatable debris.” The levels of trash, also known as marine debris, in our waterways and
oceans has dramatically increased and the impacts to wildlife have now been documented. Aquatic debris can
directly interfere with navigation, impede commercial and recreational fishing, threaten health and safety, and
reduce the aesthetic and recreational values of waterbodies. Trash items that pool water, such as tires, support
mosquito production and associated risks of diseases, such as encephalitis and the West Nile virus, that have
negative biological and public health impacts beyond a waterbody (EPA, 2021).
6

EPA identified a lack of uniform information about types of trash picked up at cleanup sites. While there are
many protocols in use, there has not been a uniform method that worked across different environments (such as
beaches, parks, highways) to collect data on trash types, amounts, or identify areas that pose the greatest risks
to humans and wildlife. The ETAP protocol includes methodology for identifying cleanup sites, collecting the trash,
and cataloguing the collected litter in way that produces reliable data on the characteristics of the trash as well
as the potential threats posed by the waste. This new protocol is intended to be used by anyone, particularly
community science and volunteer groups (EPA, 2021).
One use of the protocol is to compare results at a particular cleanup site over time to determine mitigation
effectiveness and needed further steps to reduce trash in the site. Also, data can be used to identify problem
areas where trash accumulates during dry weather due to littering or dumping and in wet weather due to
accumulation from upstream sources. Finally, the data can be used to assess the effectiveness of targeted
management measures and provide evidence for groups to prompt policy change (EPA, 2021).

ETAP protocol in Washington State
EPA and Zero Waste Washington staff worked together to develop the draft ETAP protocol in a pilot effort in
2018. Soon thereafter, many of the nonprofit and community groups were brought together in a collaborative
process to discuss and provide feedback on the protocol. Groups were invited to test the protocol at their
existing events. Significant changes to the protocol were made especially after the first test events. EPA also
tested the protocol in other states, netting additional refinements to the protocol. There was a pause in cleanup
events due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and in spring to fall 2021, groups began to host events again (although
fewer than in normal years) creating opportunities for more use of the protocol. In total, 32 events at 28 unique
locations were accomplished using the protocol, with 30 events of which contributed data to this summary report.
This report summarizes the data from the events led by these groups:
Bag Busters of South King County
Bainbridge Island Parks Foundation
Beach Watchers
City of Burien
City of Bothell
City of Edmonds
City of Everett
Duwamish River Community Coalition
Environmental Science Center
Friends of Lake Sammamish
Friends of Miller Creek
International Coastal Cleanup
Lions Clubs International
Marine Life Center
Northshore Kiwanis
Oikonos Ecosystem Knowledge
Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary
Port of Bellingham
Port of Seattle
Puget Soundkeeper Alliance
RESources
Snohomish County Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
Snohomish County Parks
Snohomish MRC
Snohomish WSU
Spokane Riverkeeper
7

Surfrider Foundation
Sustainable Bainbridge
The Salish Sea School
Tulalip Tribe
Vashon Styrofoam Recycling
Washington CoastSavers
Washington Clean Coast Alliance
Zero Waste Vashon

Methodology
For the collaborative process in Washington State, nonprofit organization staff and community group leaders
were invited to interactive webinars about the new ETAP protocol, where feedback about the protocol was
solicited. In addition, a series of training webinars were provided for volunteers if requested by group leaders.

Escaped Trash Assessment Protocol (ETAP)
The ETAP protocol1 is designed to provide a methodology that can be used by both non-scientists and scientists to
work in all accessible environments from urban to rural, terrestrial to aquatic. ETAP includes the following four
steps:
Step 1: Site Selection and Boundary Determination.
The first task in assessing a cleanup site is to select the area of interest. This area should be a continuous space
that is not broken up by structures such as bridges or waterways. Once the site is selected, the boundaries are
defined for each sub segment to be assessed by each cleanup team.
The site boundaries are identified by capturing the latitude/longitude coordinates of the corners of the site
and/or by identifying the site edges with landmarks such as street intersections. The boundaries are important so
that cleanup site area can be determined (using square feet as a unit of measurement). Generally, this
determination is done using an online GIS method after the event is concluded. Boundaries are marked with
traffic cones, flags or other visible means so that volunteers stay within the cleanup area. Figure 1 shows a
cleanup site (Hawley Cove Park, Bainbridge Island, WA) with its boundaries.

Figure 1. Assessment area boundaries for cleanup site (example: Hawley Cove Park, Bainbridge Island, WA)

The ETAP protocol is briefly summarized here. The full description of the protocol is available at: https://www.epa.gov/trash-freewaters/best-management-practices-tools#ETAP
1
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Step 2: Site characterization and cleanup.
Field Summary Sheet: A site Field Summary Sheet (Appendix 1) is filled out by the team leader and includes
descriptions of the numbers of volunteers, an estimation of amount of visible trash, land use(s) within the
boundaries of the site, proximity to water, storm drain, or critical habitat, either within site or nearby,
preventative measures such as trash bins or signage, and general observations.

Litter cleanup: The cleanup is conducted using the normal protocols of the event leader’s group. For the area
being assessed with the protocol, volunteers are asked to pick up all manmade items (including pet
waste and organic waste such as orange peels). Volunteers sweep the area at least twice in order to try to find
as much of the litter as possible.
There are two effective methods to cleaning up and categorizing trash at the site(s). Both are built upon a
divide-and-conquer approach and the ability to focus on accurate categorizing. The first method is more useful
when there is a large group, while the second may be more appropriate for smaller groups.
Litter can be collected and assessed during the event or can be collected at the event and assessed later.
After the litter is collected and brought to the
assessment area (day of or a later day), the
items are hand sorted into categories. The
easiest method is to pour the litter into flat bins
and then to sort into pails or buckets, which are
marked with tags. The tags include the
description of the items in each category. After
sorting, the items in each category are counted
and the piles of these items are photographed
visually document the type and amount of trash
picked up. Then the total items in each category
are weighed either using a portable kitchen
scale or in buckets using a portable luggage
scale. Data are recorded onto the Field Data
Cards (Appendix 2). At least four categories
are double-counted by different people as a
9

quality control action. After the assessment, all the materials should be disposed according to local recycling and
composting availability.
Field Data Sheet
The Field Data Sheet is divided into material groups: paper, glass, metal, and plastic as well as specialized use
categories (i.e., fishing, medical). The condition of the items is assessed and recorded: heavily degraded and
intact. Heavily degraded items or items that grew living organisms on them may indicate that the item has been
in the environment for some time, has traveled from afar or has had more interaction with species.
Evolution of the Field Data Sheet
The categories in the Washington State ETAP Field
Data Sheet (2021 version shown in Appendix 1)
have changed over the three years because the
protocol has been in the pilot phase and feedback
was actively sought from partner groups as they
used the protocol. Thus, for the data discussion
portion of this report, some categories were lumped
together in order to provide data comparison across
events.
EPA’s 2.0 version (2021) of the protocol included
new category breakouts: Foam (inc. Cups, Plates &
Bowls, Clamshells, Small foam pieces < 2.5 cm, Other
Foam > 2.5 cm), Fishing / Maritime (inc. Fishing
Hooks, Lures, & Floats, Traps & Trap Parts, Nets &
Ropes, Fishing Line, Tangled Fishing Line Bundles,
Other fishing/maritime), Smoking (added ECigarettes & Vaping, Lighters), plastic Beverage
rings, and plastic Clamshells. Other item types got
collapsed such as glass types. The Organic material
category was dropped.
For the Washington State 2021 version, some of the original categories were restored and many categories
were clarified so that the table tags are complete (e.g., it is clear where each item goes).
Step 3: Data Entry and Analysis.
Once the cleanup and assessment are completed, data are entered into The Escaped Trash Assessment Protocol
(ETAP) Excel Spreadsheet Tool2
The Escaped Trash Assessment Protocol (ETAP) Excel Spreadsheet Tool is a data entry tool which can be used in
company with the ETAP Reference Manual to record, manage, and analyze data collected in the field using the
ETAP methodology. The excel spreadsheet includes a few auto-calculation formulas including the number of
overall items, the total and individual count of threats, and the total item and threat densities at the site.

The Excel Spreadsheet Tool is available at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/202104/etap_spreadsheet_tool_april_2021_0.xlsx
2
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Cleanup sites 2018-2021
Between 2018 and 2021, nonprofit and community groups conducted 32 litter assessments using the ETAP
protocol with support from Zero Waste Washington. The leadership for these events and the cleanup details are
shown in Appendix 3.
Four of the locations were assessed more than once during this period: Seahurst Park in Burien, Marina Beach
Park in Edmonds, River City Skatepark in Seattle, and Georgetown 4th Avenue.
The site types included beaches, parks, public right of ways (roads, highways), and dense urban areas including
alleys, skateparks and commercial blocks.
Table x summarizes all of the cleanup events. These event locations are mapped on Figure 1A, with inset Figure
1B with more detail for the central Puget Sound area.
Legend for Table x and Figure 1A/B showing predominant
landuse for each cleanup location
Icon Land Use Type
Beach/Marine Shoreline
Urban: park
Urban: commercial
Urban: dense residential
11

Table 1. Cleanup site locations with event dates and predominant landuse
#

Land
Use

Clean-up site location

Date

Landuse for tables

1

152nd /153rd Streets Alley, Burien,

2018-04-28

Urban: commercial

2

Seahurst Park, Burien

2018-04-28

Beach/Marine Shoreline

3

Old Fishing Hole Park, Kent

2018-05-12

Urban: park

4

Miller Creek, Burien,

2018-05-19

Urban: park

5

Golden Gardens Beach, Seattle

2018-06-20

Beach/Marine Shoreline

6

Marina Beach Park, Edmonds

2018-08-01

Beach/Marine Shoreline

7

Goodwill Storm Pond, Burien

2018-08-10

Urban: commercial

8

Bothell Park at Bothell Landing, Bothell

2018-08-11

Urban: park

9

Blakely Harbor, Bainbridge Island

2018-09-09

Beach/Marine Shoreline

10

Coho Creek, Tulalip*

2019-04-19

Urban: park

11

Quilceda Creek, Tulalip*

2019-04-19

Urban: park

12

River City Skatepark, South Park, Seattle

2019-04-27

Urban: park

13

4th Avenue, Georgetown, Seattle

2019-09-21

Urban: commercial

14

Picnic Point Park, Edmonds,

2019-10-26

Beach/Marine Shoreline

15

Scary trail, South Park, Seattle

2020-02-15

Urban: park

16

Airport Way S, Georgetown, Seattle

2020-07-01

Urban: commercial

17

4th Avenue, Georgetown, Seattle

2020-07-24

Urban: commercial

18

Ocean City Beach, Ocean Shores

2020-09-19

Beach/Marine Shoreline

19

Resistencia Coffee parking lot, South Park, Seattle

2021-04-17

Urban: commercial

20

Portage Beach, Vashon

2021-04-24

Beach/Marine Shoreline

21

River City Skatepark, South Park, Seattle

2021-05-04

Urban: park

22

Seafarers Park, Fidalgo Bay, Anacortes

2021-06-23

Beach/Marine Shoreline

23

H St Beach, Bellingham

2021-06-29

Beach/Marine Shoreline

24

Locust Beach, Bellingham

2021-07-23

Beach/Marine Shoreline

25

Marina Beach Park, Edmonds

2021-08-18

Beach/Marine Shoreline

26

Twin Harbors State Park, Westport

2021-09-11

Beach/Marine Shoreline

27

Seahurst Park, Burien

2021-09-18

Beach/Marine Shoreline

28

Kayak Point Regional County Park, Snohomish

2021-09-18

Beach/Marine Shoreline

29

Hawley Cove, Bainbridge Island

2021-09-19

Beach/Marine Shoreline

30

Lake Sammamish State Park, Sammamish

2021-09-25

Urban: park

31

South Park Community Center Alley, Seattle

2021-09-25

Urban: dense residential

32

Concord International School Adjacent, Seattle

2021-10-02

Urban: dense residential

*Site was used to test volume method but since the data were not fully recorded, the data from these two sites are not used in
the results summaries
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Figure 2. Map of 2018-2021 cleanup locations (with inset to show central Sound)
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Discussion
For 30 (out of 32 sites, 2 sites were used to test the protocol and data collected are not used in the results
summaries) sites assessed, 40,548 items were collected weighing 857,032 grams (1889 pounds). At the 15 sites
which were in urban settings – parks (some of which were along fresh waterbodies), commercial and residential
areas – 21,153 items were collected weighing 234,529 grams (517 pounds) over a collection area that totaled
613,182 square feet in aggregate. At the 15 beach/marine shoreline sites, 19,395 items were collected
weighting 622,502 grams (1372 pounds) over a collection area that totaled 1,027,401 square feet in
aggregate. In other words, the beach cleanup sites generally covered larger square footage.
The urban sites had higher litter density with an average of about 34.5 items per 1,000 square feet. This was
about double the density of the litter in the beach/marine shoreline sites with an average of only 18.9 items per
1,000 square feet.
As noted in Methodology, the ETAP Field Data Sheet used in Washington State evolved over the three years in
the definition of some categories. Thus, the data results in the following sections are lumped to the common
categories, as needed, in order to compare sites. Fouled and unfouled tallies were added together. Furthermore,
because some measurements were done by volume (i.e., cup measure), an assumed conversion rate was needed;
Small plastic pieces (< 2.5 cm) =200 per cup
Large plastic pieces (> 2.5 cm) = 100 per cup
Glass fragments (<2.5 cm) = xx per cup
Charcoal bits = 15 per cup
Food wrappers/pouches = 50 per cup
23 oz nut shells=150 pieces
These conversation rates have not yet been calibrated and likely represent an undercount.
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Top Ten Items by count
The top ten items, by count, collected in aggregate at the cleanup sites are shown in Table xx for all sites and
also broken out by urban and beach sites. For all sites, the top ten make up 75% of the litter collected during the
2018-2021 clean-ups. Plastic items
(highlighted in dark gold for items
that are all plastic or lighter gold
for items that are mostly plastic)
represent 7 of the top 10
categories for all sites, 5 of 10 for
urban sites and 7 of 10 for beach
sites. This demonstrates the
durability of the plastic items in the
more marine setting and also the
different types of items found in the
two settings. See Example Photos
section for examples of the types of
materials that fall into categories.
The categories of Other plastic and
Small plastic fragments are
comprised of a wide range of rigid
and film plastic items, including
foamed plastics, and generally
ranked high. These plastic items are
not easily categorized into other
plastic or specialized use categories
and are often broken or bleached
out.
Cigarette butts and packaging are most prevalent item found in the urban setting. This category also includes
cannabis and other drug-use products, but in lesser quantities than cigarette butts. In the beach sites, this
category fell the 3rd rank, behind plastic pieces and fragments.
In the urban setting plastic bottle caps and tabs ranked second, but this number is skewed because one urban
commercial area site had 3,104 caps, which may represent a spill.
Other than the plastic-dominated categories, Other Paper ranked in the top ten, although higher in the urban
sites. Other paper beverage & Food containers and packaging (to-go) was found in the top ten in the urban
settings but not found in the top ten of beach settings, potentially reflecting the breakdown in the near-marine
environment. Metal bottles, Cans & Containers for food and beverages similarly are in the top ten for urban but
not beach locations.
Glass fragments were found a similar rate in both urban and beach settings.
Organic Matter/Items is found in the top ten for beaches but not urban sites. This is because this category includes
charred wood (i.e., used for beach fires) and manure and pet waste. One beach site had quite a bit of horse
manure.
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Table 2. Top ten categories of items collected in All Sites and broken out into urban and beach sites, ranked by number of pieces collected. Dark gold
highlighted cells are items that are plastic. Light gold highlighted cells are mostly plastic.

All sites
Category

Urban Sites
Number Category
collecte
d
6,438
Cigarettes & Cannabis
and packaging and
lighters
5,413
Plastic Bottle Caps & Tabs

Beach/Marine shoreline Sites
Number Category
Number
collected
collecte
d
3,615
Other Plastic > 2.5 cm 3,774
3,423

Small plastic fragments 2,998
< 2.5 cm

3,949

Other Plastic > 2.5 cm

2,664

Plastic Bottle Caps &
Tabs
Other Paper

3,751

Other Paper

1,438

Cigarettes & Cannabis
and packaging and
lighters
Organic Matter/Items

2,315

Plastic Food Wrappers &
Snack Bags and food and
drink pouches

1,309

Plastic Food Wrappers
& Snack Bags and food
and drink pouches

2,227

Small Fragments & Other
Glass < 2.5 cm

1,107

Building
1,727
Materials/Commercial/in
dustrial/agricultural
items/C&D Debris
Organic Matter/Items
1,552

Small plastic fragments <
2.5 cm

951

Other paper beverage &
Food containers and
packaging (to-go)
Metal bottles, Cans &
Containers for food and
beverages
Other glass items and
fragments >2.5 cm

687

Toys, Sports, & Rec
items

766

606

Small Fragments &
Other Glass < 2.5 cm

488

506

Foamed
pieces/fragments of
docks, floats

476

Other Plastic > 2.5 cm
Cigarettes & Cannabis
and packaging and
lighters
Small plastic fragments
< 2.5 cm

Small Fragments & Other 1,595
Glass < 2.5 cm
Toys, Sports, & Rec items

1,197

1,798
1,426

Building
1,341
Materials/Commercial
/industrial/agricultural
items/C&D Debris
Plastic Food Wrappers 918
& Snack Bags and
food and drink
pouches
Other Paper
877

Material types
EPA has created some auto-calculation features, in order to assess the collected litter data. One calculation is the
breakdown of the material types (Figure 3). Based on this analysis plastic items dominate, making up 46%
percent of all litter found. Mixed materials takes second position representing 29% of all items collected, and
many of these items are made mostly of plastic. Paper is ranked the third at 9%, followed by glass (7%) , metal
(5%), and organic (4%).
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Figure 3. Material type of collected litter, by count, for all sites

Item type
Another way to look at the litter is by type, whether packaging or a product. Unknown or mixed materials
predominates. This type includes for example organic materials as well as the various plastic, metal, glass and
plastic fragments and other categories. In Urban Sites packaging proportionately is the second highest type
(31%) and represents more than products and service ware combined (10% and 8%). In contrast, at Beach Sites,
products (21%) are proportionately higher than packaging and service ware combined (12% and 4%).
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Figure 4. Packaging versus Product analysis of collected litter items, by count, for All, Urban and Beach Sites

Litter Source
EPA also looks at the data by potential source. Figure xx shows the breakdown by sources, showing all sites and
the urban and beach sites aggregated.
The Unknown source dominates because much of the litter is unidentifiable or comes from mixed sources. As
expected from other studies, Food and Beverage is the second highest source overall. For urban sites, Food and
Beverage is the highest source type, followed by smoking.
The Fishing/Maritime and Illegal Dumping sources in the overall dataset are mostly from the Beach Sites.
By weight (not shown), Building Materials/Commercial/industrial/agricultural items/C&D Debris which is classified
as Illegal dumping predominates at 354635 gm (782 pounds) for all sites. These items represent only 5.3% of
items collected by county, but 47.7% of the aggregated weight.
Figure 5. Source of collected litter, by count, for all sites, urban and beach sites.

Condition of Escaped Trash
During the assessment at 30 sites, volunteers did not often breakout the fouled or degraded items. In urban
areas, the items were in pieces or were dirty. In the beach areas, it was much more evident that items were
fouled as they might be rusted out or full of barnacles.
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A unique assessment from the perspective of the condition of the escaped trash took place on Vashon Island,
Portage Beach on April 24,2021. Of the items collected, 45% of items found were degraded and looked like
they had spent a long time in the environment. The site team believes that a landscape characteristic and a
condition of the tide that day influenced the found litter. The low tide exposed non-buoyant items picked up by
volunteer group on a sand bar that is usually under water. Out of 2,739 items found, 1,239 were heavily fouled
and degraded, many with barnacles on them. (Figure xx has an example category: Metal bottles, cans and
containers for food and beverages).

Comparison of sites – Cigarette Butts
We found (Figure xx) that there is a higher density of littered cigarette butts and cannabis and associated
packaging (including lighters) in urban sites (5.9/1000 sq. ft.) than on shoreline sites (1.75/1000 sq. ft.)). Looking
in more detail (Figure xx), the top most densely littered sites in this category are all urban sites.
Figure 6. Cigarettes and Cannabis and packaging and lighters density: Urban Sites versus Beach Sites

Figure 7. Cigarettes and Cannabis and packaging and lighters density: All sites
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Comparison of sites – Number of items per 1000 Sq. Ft.
Looking at density of litter (Figure xx) for all sites, the beach sites tend to have the lowest density, as expected.
The site with the highest density is a strip park that is along a highway with a density of 1421 pieces per 1000
square feet (South Park, Seattle). The second densest site is an alley in an urban commercial area (Georgetown,
Seattle) at 626 pieces per 1000 square feet. The site with the third highest density is the Locust Beach in
Bellingham.
Figure 8. Litter density: All sites (counts per 1000 sq. ft.)
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Example photos of categories

Fouled metal bottles, cans, and containers

Fireworks parts
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Tire that is filled with Styrofoam and seemed to serve as a floatie.

Toiletries include a large range of types of items
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A helium balloon that exploded into a squid shape. This is an
example of the way helium balloons burst in the sky and look like
edible jellyfish to marine creatures when fall in the water.

Household and camping items. Includes a handmade tool, two knives tied together with a string
.

Christmas tree
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Medical waste includes quite a bit of PPE.

Often paper is in pieces.
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Many oyster ties (yellow) are found at some coastal beaches.

Food wrappers.
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Conclusion, key findings and recommendations
At 32 cleanup events at 28 unique sites, Zero Waste Washington staff assisted groups with their cleanup events,
trained volunteers in the ETAP protocol and supported data input into a shared dataset. The intent of the threeyear effort was to refine the ETAP protocol and to establish baseline data at a variety of different sites in
different setting ranging from beaches to upland parks, urban areas and roadways. As more data are collected
over the next few years, this dataset can be used to inform actions such as messaging and signage protocols and
new policies to reduce litter sources such as bans on single-use plastic products. Changes in the amounts and
types of litter can be quantified to help determine effectiveness of voluntary and regulatory actions. Finally,
these data can be used to establish impairments to waterbodies (i.e., which rivers, creeks, and beaches are
polluted due to litter) as listed in Washington State’s 303(d) listing under the federal Clean Water Act.

Key findings
For 30 sites in a range of urban (15 sites) and beach (15 sites) settings, plastic-dominated items represent 7 of
the top 10 categories, although more in beach sites than in urban sites. This demonstrates the durability of the
plastic items in the more marine setting.
Organic Matter/Items is found in the top ten for beaches but not urban sites. This category includes charred wood
(i.e., used for beach fires) and manure and pet waste/manure.
Items made of plastic dominate overall, making up 51% percent of all litter found. Mixed materials takes second
position representing 29% of all items collected (many of these items are made mostly of plastic). Glass is
ranked the third at 8%, followed by glass, metal, and organic each at 4%.
In terms of whether litter is mostly packaging or mostly products, Unknown or Mixed materials predominates
overall. After that, In Urban Sites packaging proportionately is the second highest type (31%). In contrast, at
Beach Sites, products are proportionately the second highest type (21%).
In terms of the source of the litter, Unknown sources dominate the dataset because much of the litter is
unidentifiable or comes from mixed sources. Food and Beverage is the second highest source of the litter.
There is a higher density of littered cigarette butts and cannabis and associated packaging (including lighters) in
urban sites (5.9/1000 sq. ft.) than on shoreline sites (1.75/1000 sq. ft.)).
Looking at density of all litter for all sites, the beach sites tend to have the lowest density, as expected. The
urban sites had higher litter density with an average of about 34.5 items per 1,000 square feet. This was about
double the density of the litter in the beach/marine shoreline sites with an average of only 18.9 items per 1,000
square feet. The site with the highest density is a strip park that is along a highway with a density of 1,421
pieces per 1000 square feet (South Park, Seattle).

Recommendations
Available datasets do not reflect one universal method or unit of measurement. Comparing the weight of 100
cigarettes found on a beach to one illegally dumped couch does not accurately convey the amount of litter found
during a cleanup. Thus, it is important to create detail in telling the story.
Often, the cleanups occur at hotspots because this is where groups have focused their attention. Thus, these data
can only be extrapolated into regional load estimates with care.
A convenient collaborative method to store ETAP data nationally is needed.
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Appendix 1. ETAP Data Card (Washington State 2021)
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Appendix 2. ETAP Field Summary Sheet (Washington State 2021)
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Appendix 3: Individual Sites including top five litter categories found
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Burien Alley

Kent, Old Fishing Hole

4/28/2018
Led by: City of Burien
Area (sq.ft.): 137,838
Land Use Type: Urban: commercial

5/12/18
Led by: Bag Busters of South King County
Area (sq.ft.): 52,330
Land Use Type: Urban: park

Rank Item type
Cigarettes/ Cannabis butts.
1
Filters and ends
2
Food Wrappers and Pouches
Other Food and Other Product
3
Packaging
4
Straws and Stirrers
5
Bottle Caps

Burien Seahurst Park
4/28/18
Led by: Environmental Science Center, City of Burien
Area (sq.ft.): 9,553
Land Use Type: Beach/Marine Shoreline

Rank Item type
1
Fragments/Pieces (<2.5 cm)
Food and Other Product
2
Packaging
3
Organic Matter/Items
Cigarettes/ Cannabis butts.
4
Filters and ends
5
Food Wrappers and Pouches
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Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Item type
Glass fragments (< 2.5 cm)
Fragments/Pieces (<2.5 cm)
Fragments/Pieces (≥2.5 cm)
Cigarettes/ Cannabis butts.
Filters and ends
Paper and paper pieces

Burien, Miller Creek
5/19/18
Led by: Friends of Miller Creek, City of Burien
Area (sq.ft.): 72,733
Land Use Type: Urban: park

Rank Item type
1
Fragments/Pieces (≥2.5 cm)
Cigarettes/ Cannabis butts. Filters
2
and ends
Glass fragments (≥2.5 cm) packaging/ containers/
3
unidentifiable
4
Fragments/Pieces (<2.5 cm)
Commercial/Industrial/
5
Office/Agricultural

Seattle, Golden Gardens

Burien Goodwill Storm Pond

6/20/18
Led by: Puget Soundkeeper Alliance
Area (sq.ft.): 49,252
Land Use Type: Beach/Marine Shoreline

8/10/18
Led by: Port of Seattle, City of Burien
Area (sq.ft.): 57,602
Land Use Type: Urban: commercial

Rank
1
2
3
4

Item type
Fragments/Pieces (≥2.5 cm)
Paper and paper pieces
Cigarettes/ Cannabis butts. Filters
and ends
Fragments/Pieces (<2.5 cm)

5

Organic Matter/Items

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Edmonds, Marina Beach Park
8/1/18
Led by: City of Edmonds
Area (sq.ft.): 267,380
Land Use Type: Beach/Marine Shoreline
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Item type
Other Food and Other Product
Packaging
Fragments/Pieces (≥2.5 cm)
Paper and paper pieces
Food Wrappers and Pouches
Food and Other Product
Packaging

Bothell Park at Bothell Landing
8/11/18
Led by: Northshore Kiwanis
Area (sq.ft.): 119,802
Land Use Type: Urban: park

Rank

Item type

Rank

Item type

1

Cigarettes/ Cannabis butts. Filters and
ends

1

Entertainment/ Recreation Items

2

Fragments/Pieces (≥2.5 cm)

2

Fragments/Pieces (≥2.5 cm)

3
4

Paper and paper pieces
Food Wrappers and Pouches

3
4

Paper and paper pieces
Cigarettes/ Cannabis butts.
Filters and ends

5

Food and Other Product Packaging

5

Food and Other Packaging

Bainbridge Island, Blakely Harbor

Georgetown 6500 4th Ave S

9/9/18
Led by: Sustainable Bainbridge, Bainbridge Island
Parks Foundation
Area (sq.ft.): 63,213
Land Use Type: Beach/Marine Shoreline

9/21/19
Led by: Duwamish River Community Coalition
Area (sq.ft.): 8,149
Land Use Type: Urban: commercial

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

River City Skate Park
4/27/19
Led by: Duwamish River Community Coalition
Area (sq.ft.): 13,162
Land Use Type: Urban: park

Rank

Item type

1

Food Wrappers/Pouches
Glass fragments (≥ 2.5 cm) packaging/ containers/
unidentifiable 11. Glass fragments
(< 2.5 cm)
Food and Other Product Packaging
Paper and paper pieces (any size)
Plastic Fragments/Pieces (≥2.5 cm) -

2
3
4
5
33

Rank
1

Item type
Disposable Food Serviceware Items
(cups, utensils, plates..)
Entertainment/ Recreation Items
Household/ Camping Items
Toiletries/ Personal Products
Other Food and Other Product
Packaging

2
3
4
5

Item type
Bottle Caps
Other Beverage Packaging (Lids,
seals..)
Paper Other Disposable Food
Service ware Items (plates, to go)
Paper and paper pieces (any size)
Food Wrappers/ Pouches

Edmonds, Picnic Point Park
10/26/19
Led by: Beach Watchers
Area (sq.ft.): 7,734
Land Use Type: Beach/Marine Shoreline

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Item type
Cigarettes/ Cannabis butts. Filters
and ends
Construction and Demolition Debris
Fragments/Pieces (≥2.5 cm)
Glass fragments (≥2.5 cm) packaging/ containers/ unidentifiable
Food Wrappers and Pouches

Scary Trail, South Park, Seattle

Georgetown, 4th Ave S

2/15/20
Led by: Duwamish River Community Coalition
Area (sq.ft.): 7,734
Land Use Type: Urban: park

7/24/20
Led by: Duwamish River Community Coalition
Area (sq.ft.): 9,843
Land Use Type: Urban: commercial

Rank

Item type

1

Food Wrappers and Pouches

2

Paper and paper pieces
Other Food and Other Product
Packaging
Fragments/Pieces (≥2.5 cm)
Other Beverage Packaging
(Lids, Seals..)

3
4
5

Georgetown, Airport Way S
7/1/20
Led by: Duwamish River Community Coalition
Area (sq.ft.): 22,196
Land Use Type: Urban: commercial

Rank

34

1

Item type
Cigarettes/Cannabis butts, ends,
filters

2

Glass fragments (<2.5 cm)

3
4

Paper and paper pieces (any size)
Glass fragments (≥ 2.5 cm) packaging/containers/unidentifiable
Glass fragments (< 2.5 cm)

5

Fragments/ Pieces (<2.5 cm)

Rank Item type
Cigarettes/Cannabis butts, ends,
1
filters
2
Fragments/Pieces (≥2.5 cm)
Paper and paper pieces (any
3
size)
4
Fragments/ Pieces (<2.5 cm)
5

Food Wrappers/Pouches

Ocean Shores, Ocean City Beach
9/19/20
Led by: WA Clean Coast Alliance, CoastSavers,
Lions Clubs International, Olympic Coast National
Marine Sanctuary, Surfrider Foundation
Area (sq.ft.): 277,278
Land Use Type: Beach/Marine Shoreline

Rank Item type
1
Fragments/Pieces (≥2.5 cm)
2
Fragments/Pieces (<2.5 cm)
Cigarettes/ Cannabis butts. Filters
3
and ends
4
Fishing/Maritime Gear
5
Furniture/Carpet/Other bulky Items

Seattle, Resistencia Coffee

Seattle, River City Skatepark

4/17/21
Led by: Duwamish River Community Coalition
Area (sq.ft.): 13,281
Land Use Type: Urban: commercial

5/4/21
Led by: Duwamish River Community Coalition
Area (sq.ft.): 3,948
Land Use Type: Urban: park
Unusual item: car bumper piece

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Item type
Cigarettes & Cannabis
Other paper
Other Plastic
Small plastic fragments < 2.5 cm
Food Wrappers & Snack bags

Vashon, Portage Beach
4/24/21
Led by: Zero Waste Vashon, Vashon Styrofoam
Recycling
Area (sq.ft.): 66,502
Land Use Type: Beach/Marine Shoreline

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
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Item type
Other Plastic
Foamed pieces/fragments of
docks, floats
Building Materials/ Commercial/
Industrial/
Food Wrappers & Snack Bags
Wood including painted

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Item type
Cigarettes & Cannabis
Other Paper
Other Plastic
Toiletries/ Personal products
Cardboard

Anacortes, Seafarers Park, Fidalgo Bay
6/23/21
Led by: The Salish Sea School, Oikonos Ecosystem
Knowledge
Area (sq.ft.): 13,079
Land Use Type: Beach/Marine Shoreline

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Item type
Organic Matter/Items
Other Paper
Small plastic fragments < 2.5 cm
Other Plastic > 2.5 cm
Beverage & Food containers and
packaging (to-go)

Bellingham, H St Beach

Edmonds, Marina Beach

6/29/21
Led by: RESources
Area (sq.ft.): 13,794
Land Use Type: Beach/Marine Shoreline

2021-8/18
Led by: City of Edmonds
Area (sq.ft.): 27,338
Land Use Type: Beach/Marine Shoreline

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Item type
Nets & Ropes (1 tally = 1 foot)
Building Materials/ Commercial/
industrial/ agricultural items/C&D
Debris
Cigarettes & Cannabis and
packaging
Toys, Sports, & Rec items
Household/camping items/office

Bellingham, Locust Beach
7/23/21
Led by: Port of Bellingham, Marine Life Center
Area (sq.ft.): 5,971
Land Use Type: Beach/Marine Shoreline

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
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Item type
Building Materials/ Commercial/
industrial/agricultural items/C&D
Debris
Small foam pieces < 2.5 cm
Small Fragments & Other Glass <
2.5 cm
Other glass items and fragments
>2.5 cm
Small plastic fragments < 2.5 cm

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Item type
Toiletries/ Personal products
Other Plastic > 2.5 cm
Small Fragments & Other Glass
< 2.5 cm
Small foam pieces < 2.5 cm
Cigarettes & Cannabis and
packaging

Twin Harbors State Park
9/11/21
Led by: Surfrider Foundation
Area (sq.ft.): 74,886
Land Use Type: Beach/Marine Shoreline

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Item type
Organic Matter/Items
Cigarettes & Cannabis and
packaging
Small plastic fragments < 2.5
cm
Toys, Sports, & Rec items
Food Wrappers & Snack Bags

Kayak Point Park, Stanwood
9/18/21
Led by: WSU, MRC, Snohomish County Department
of Conservation and Natural Resources, SnoCo Parks
Area (sq.ft.): 67,937
Land Use Type: Beach/Marine Shoreline

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Item type
Other Plastic > 2.5 cm
Small plastic fragments < 2.5 cm
Cigarettes & Cannabis and
packaging
Metal - Bottle Caps & Tabs
Food Wrappers & Snack Bags

Burien Seahurst Park
9/18/21
Led by: Environmental Science Center, City of Burien
Area (sq.ft.): 4,041
Land Use Type: Beach/Marine Shoreline

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
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Item type
Small foam pieces < 2.5 cm
Toys, Sports, & Rec items
Food Wrappers & Snack Bags
Other Plastic > 2.5 cm
Bottles, Cans & Containers for
food and beverages

Bainbridge Island, Hawley Cove
9/19/21
Led by: Sustainable Bainbridge, Bainbridge Island
Parks Foundation
Area (sq.ft.): 79,443.70
Land Use Type: Beach/Marine Shoreline

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Item type
Small foam pieces < 2.5 cm
Small plastic fragments < 2.5 cm
Other glass items & fragments >2.5 cm
Sm Fragments & Other Glass < 2.5 cm
Other Foam > 2.5 cm

Lake Sammamish State Park
9/25/21
Led by: Friends of Lake Sammamish
Area (sq.ft.): 69,385
Land Use Type: Urban: park

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Item type
Other Plastic > 2.5 cm
Food Wrappers & Snack Bags
Small plastic fragments < 2.5 cm
Small foam pieces < 2.5 cm
Medical Waste, Sharps, &
Biohazardous

South Park Community Center Alley
9/25/21
Led by: Duwamish River Community Coalition
Area (sq.ft.): 2,285
Land Use Type: Urban: dense residential

NEED PHOTO

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Item type
Cigarettes & Cannabis and
packaging
Small Fragments & Other Glass
< 2.5 cm
Other Metal
Bottles, Cans & Containers for
food and beverages
Bottles & Containers

Seattle Concord School
10/2/21
Led by: Duwamish River Community Coalition
Area (sq.ft.): 30,235.00
Land Use Type: Urban: dense residential

Rank Item type
1
Food Wrappers & Snack Bags
Cigarettes & Cannabis and
2
packaging
3
Other Plastic > 2.5 cm
Household/camping
4
items/office
5
Bottles & Containers
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